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Far Beyond EC1099

Dutch Vision Solutions has over 25 years of
experience in the poultry processing industry.
Every improvement or innovation for your
poultry processing plant can be done and will
reduce the overall costs of ownership.

In-Line Chicken Feet and Paw Processing

Products

✓✓Automatic removal of ammonia burns

‘Head-only’ electrical stunner

✓✓Requires less labour

99,4% adequate stunned broilers,

✓✓Quality improvement

incl. integrated waterbath back-upsystem

Smart Vision camerasystem
detecting cut-up line shackle positions

Smart Vison Counting unit
counting your product intake

Ayin Software - ICT-Solutions
Reliable data processing

Universal electric stunners
Poultry & Lagomorphs and Livestock

Dutch Vision Solutions
Poultry Processing Innovators
Zuidhoek 103, 3082PD Rotterdam - The Netherlands
+31 (0) 10 841 1843
www.dutchvisionsolutions.com
info@dutchvisionsolutions.com
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Unique Selling Points

In-Line Chicken Feet and Paw Processing

- A Grade up to 80%
- B Grade 20-30%

✓✓Fits all processing plants,
regardless of line speed
✓✓Simple in operation, cleaning and maintenance
✓✓Profitable and interesting R.O.I.
✓✓Guaranteed sales of quality products
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Feet Brush Scraper

Paw Cutting Machine

Paw Shackle Unloader

™

Paw Picking Machine

Profitable
Automatic removal of ammonia burns
The quality of Chicken Paws is largely determined by
visible ammonia burns. The removal of these burns
is labour intensive and therefore less interesting for
processing plants to do this job themselves. The
DVS Paw processing system has been specially
developed (and patented?) for the removal of
ammonia burns and is largely automated.

Can fits anywhere

DVS - Paw processing system

Feet Scalding Tank

The DVS Paw processing system fits
all existing broiler processing lines of any hourly
capacity. The system equipment: Feet Scalding
Tank, Feet Brush Scraper, Paw, Cutting Machine,
Paw Shackle Unloader, Modular Belt Conveyor Paw
Picking Machine, Paw Water Chiller, Paw Grading
Conveyor and the additional Track & Trace module

Feet Brush Scraper

Paw Cutting Machine

Quality increase

Track & Trace System

The quality of the processed Paw is improved. A
maximum output of A Grade Paws of up to 80%
may be achieved, depending on the quality of the
incoming bird. The remaining Paws are B Grade. No
more Feet and Paws into the rendering, but suitable
for export. Because of the better quality output of
Paws, the return on investment in a DVS processing
line is in between 6 to 9 months, based on the
capacity of the processing plant.

The track and trace system rejects feet, which have
been disapproved by the veterinary inspector in the
evisceration department, automatically.
Chinese veterinary authorities may give processing
plants, using the integrated track and trace system,
an additional quality label, which enables them to
sell their A Grade Paws at 25-30% higher prices.

Track & Trace

Paw Shackle Unloader

Modular Belt Conveyor

For a quick financial indication you can
visit our our website.

Paw Picking Machine

Paw Water Chiller

Paw Grading Conveyor

To make the offer which can not be refused a
plant visit is essential.Upon request a meeting is
organized, which will result in a tailor made offer.
Next to this offer the offer for the guaranteed
purchase of A and B Grade Paws (and/or Feet) is
presented.

A- and B-grade chicken paws proofs to be very profitable
™

You also receive an offer for the purchase
of A and B Grade Paws (and/or Feet).

Tailor made

Guaranteed sales
The possibility of guaranteed export sales of the end
product for a fixed period of time can be concluded
in a contract. This may be an extra reason for
investing in the DVS Paw processing system.

With the DVS In-Line paw processing
system, you will upgrade offal to a
product for human consumption. Are
you interested in a profitable tailor made
proposal? Send us your processing plant
drawing (covering killing/de-feathering and
evisceration departments) with data on
hourly capacity, used shackles, etc.

Human consumption of chicken paws increases in Asia and Latin America
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